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DRAFT AGENDA 

Strengthening workshop for chief investigators (4th edition) 

KCE Trials 2020 investigator-led call  

Thursday 4th June 1PM-5PM, @KCE 

Are you wondering how you can increase your chances of having your study funded by KCE 

Trials? 

Attend the KCE Trials workshop, aimed at chief investigators and their teams who intend to submit 

a research proposal to the 2020 investigator-led call!  

All interested investigators and their teams are invited to participate in this afternoon workshop. It 

will combine sessions on scientific and practical aspects of proposal development, with tips and 

tricks to pre-empt the most frequent comments from the Trials methodology review Board. There 

will be ample time for Q&A however please note that the focus is not individual feedback on a 

specific proposal.    

Why attend?  

The information from this workshop will help you understand the scope and improve the quality 

of your trial outline. By having an overview of the review process and what is required, you should 

increase your chances of success and reduce timelines to funding. 

Draft agenda strengthening workshop 

Subject Presenter (all KCE) Time 

Coffee and sandwiches From 12h15 

Welcome France Vrijens 
Head of KCE Trials Programme 

13h -13h10 

What is the scope of the KCE Trials Programme? What 
are inclusion and exclusion criteria? Which trials do we 
fund?  

Frank Hulstaert 
Senior Researcher 

13h10-13h30 
 

Overview of selection process  
 

Lisa Marynen 
Clinical trials expert 

13h30-13h45 

Overview of available resources Jilly Harrison 
Clinical trials expert 

13h45-13h55 

What are the Sponsor responsibilities in GCP? How to 
make your trial a success: the importance of feasibility 
and the need for structural support. 

Nelle Stocquart 
Clinical trials expert 

13h55-14h20 

How to make a realistic budget for your trial? Hilde Nevens 
Clinical trials expert 

14h20-14h40 

Coffee break 14h40-15h00 

What are pragmatic Trials?  
What are patient-centred outcomes?  

Leen Verleye 
MD 

15h00-15h50 

How many patients should be included in your trial? 
(the importance of working with your statistician) 

France Vrijens 
Statistician 

15h50-16h15 

How to (correctly) include a health economics section in 
your proposal: do’s & don’ts. 

Mattias Neyt 
Health economist 

16h15-16h45 

Final Q&A all 16h45-17h00 
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Practicalities: 

Target audience?  

All chief investigators are invited along with a key member of their team for the study (Maximum 3 

persons per team). 

When?   Thursday 4th June 2020, 1PM-5PM 

   Coffee and sandwiches will be available from 12h15 

Deadline to register? Thursday 20th May 2020 

Participation is free of charge, but registration is mandatory.  

Please confirm by sending the name(s) and email address(es) of all attendees to 

trials@kce.fgov.be, by Thursday 20th May 2020 at the latest. The number of places is limited and 

we may need to restrict the number of participants per team if necessary.  

Where?    

Most probably at KCE, the exact location will be communicated to participants three weeks before 

the meeting.  
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